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In a step-by-step approach, children are taught how to add three, four and five and bigger single-digit numbers. This enables them
to gain solid calculation skills without being confused about decimal places. Building basic addition skills is vital to later
understanding of the decimal system, which is the foundation of higher level arithmetic concepts and skills taught at school. The
purpose of this book is to prepare children for school-level mathematics.
Math 2 Master Word Problems provides children in grade 4, who are struggling with these concepts, additional instruction and
practice. This 32 page workbook features easy-to-understand directions, examples, and strategies with colorful pages and a
complete answer key. The first of its kind! Our Math 2 Master series offers children in grades 3 to 6 instruction and practice in
specific math skills and concepts. Featuring 12 titles that cover key mathematical concepts that children struggle with including
fractions, decimals, percents, algebra, and geometry. This series helps children develop confidence and the skills needed to
succeed in the classroom!
This practice book is designed to help students develop proficiency in their conversions between fractions, decimals, and
percentages by offering ample practice. This book is conveniently divided up into five parts such that students can focus on one
arithmetic operation at a time: • Converting from fractions to decimals and percents. • Converting from decimals to fractions and
percents. • Converting from percents to fractions and decimals. • Converting fractions into repeating decimals and percents. •
Converting repeating decimals into fractions and percents. The book begins with a concise explanation of the concepts with some
examples to serve as a guide. Answers to exercises are tabulated at the back of the book. This helps students develop confidence
and ensures that students practice correct techniques, rather than practice making mistakes. The copyright notice permits
parents/teachers who purchase one copy or borrow one copy from a library to make photocopies for their own children/students
only. This is very convenient if you have multiple children/students or if a child/student needs additional practice. An introduction
describes how parents and teachers can help students make the most of this workbook. Kids are encouraged to time and score
each page. In this way, they can try to have fun improving on their records, which can help lend them confidence in their math
skills.
Kumon Workbooks teach children one specific skill from start to finish. The Kumon Method introduces concepts step-by-step,
helping children to master each skill in turn as they gain confidence in their abilities and gather motivation to continue learning. Selfdirected, Kumon workbooks are designed to nurture good study habits for students who need remedial or enrichment work.
Exercises in this book include: identifying factors & common factors, multiples & common multiples; learning the properties of
circle; reducing fractions; using ratios; understanding measurements; and more
Use this book to help your child develop fine motor control skills while learning how to draw simple objects-- Cover.
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.
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This is the first volume of workbook for fifth graders, with focus on converting fractions to decimals. Unlike science or
history, math requires activity. This means that knowing the concepts is only a part of math learning. You have to be able
to apply the concepts in scenarios of varying difficulty too. Go ahead and grab a copy today!
Introducing a range of fun, practical and educational early-learning workbooks from Kumon, the leading world-wide
supplementary education provider. The Kumon method enables children to progress successfully, by practicing material
until concepts are mastered, and by advancing in small, manageable steps. In this workbook, children are introduced to
scissors, an important basic tool which helps improve their manual dexterity.
Grade 4 workbook introduces word problems involving multi-digit multiplication and division, some decimals and tables
and graphs.
This math workbook from the Dr. Pi Squared Math Workbooks series aims to teach what a fraction is and help kids
visualize fractions. It is designed for kids who are just learning about fractions. The problems consist of colorful pictures
from which kids are to determine fractions. The book begins with circles cut into pie slices, from halves to twelfths. The
students need to determine what fraction of each pie is blue, yellow, and red. For example, if a pie is divided into fourths,
two of which are blue, one yellow, and the other red, the student would answer one-half, one-fourth, and one-fourth. After
ample practice with pie slices, the workbook moves onto triangles, squares, and hexagons. A couple of pages include
groups of circles where kids need to determine fractions greater than one – for example, two and a half circles might be
colored green. Other visual fraction problems include rectangles, smiley faces, arrows, letters, and numbers. Toward the
end of the workbook, some questions ask about more than just colors – like what fraction of the arrows point up, or what
fraction of the letters are vowels. Answers are nicely organized by page number in the back of the book to allow students,
parents, or teachers to quickly check the answers. There is ample workspace for students to write large answers and still
fit their solutions comfortably into the space provided. The problems appear in a large font size, since students usually
write larger than standard textbook fonts. High-quality, durable, bright paper is used (instead of standard workbook
paper, which often tears easily and appears dull in color).
Adding Fractions Visually Colouring Workbook Colouring, shading and tracing thousands of fraction shapes, fraction
names and decimal fractions. Visual addition of fractions using basic shapes and fraction association. Excellent
introductions to fractions, equivalent fractions etc. Compares fractions, decimals and percentages. Shape, proper
fraction, name and decimal of every fraction - from nothing to whole! Quick quizzes to check learner's understanding and
progress. Easy language and plenty of illustrations; visual fractions, sums and simple maths vocabulary. Step-by-step
tutorial on adding fractions with same and different denominators. Superb instructions on finding Lowest Common
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Multiple (LCM). Creating your own fraction additions to colour, shade and trace. Available as; Colouring workbook (this):
Adding Fractions Visually: Colouring Workbook. Paperback: Adding Fractions Visually Third Edition. Colour paperback:
Adding Fractions Visually Third Edition Colour. https://www.amazon.com/Eng-S-Jama/e/B007YKU7F2
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Eng-S-Jama/e/B007YKU7F2 https://fractionsvisually.com/contact
Spectrum(R) Word Problems for grade 5, includes focused practice for essential math skills. --Skills include: --*Real
world applications --*Multi-step word problems --*Fractions and decimals --*Metric and customary measurement
--*Graphs and probability --*Geometry --*Preparing for algebra --Spectrum(R) Word Problems workbooks supplement
classroom work and proficiency test preparation. The workbooks provide examples of how the math skills students learn
in school apply to everyday life with challenging, multi-step word problems. It features practice with word problems that
are an essential part of the Common Core State Standards, making it a perfect supplement at home or school.
Skill Builders are great tools for keeping children current during the school year or preparing them for the next grade
level. A variety of fun and challenging activities provides students with practice and helps introduce basic skills to new
learners. This full-color workbook contains appropriate passages and exercises based on national standards for sixth
through eighth grade to help ensure that children master algebra math skills before progressing. Skill Builders combines
entertaining and interactive activities with eye-catching graphics to make learning and reviewing fun and effective. The
compact 6" x 9" size makes this book perfect for school, at home, or on the go. It features 80 perforated, reproducible
pages and an answer key.
Our UK Commonwealth Editions have been reexamined to see how they align with UK education standards. Kumon
offers four titles that support the Early Years Learning Stage curriculum and four titles that support Key Stage 1
curriculum. Give your child an edge in education with Kumon Workbooks.
"This workbook will introduce your child to the addition of two multiple-digit numbers."--cover.
"This workbook will help your child perform multiple-digit vertical form multiplication."--Cover.
Word Problems joins Kumon Middle School Math workbooks. The word problems in this workbook will cover grade
appropriate topics. Word problems are designed to test a childs understanding and mastery of math topics. This
workbook will develop your childs ability to apply the math skills he or she has learned in Middle School Math problems
that reflect real world situations. Learning math is easy with our middle school level math books. These workbooks follow
Kumons unique, step-by-step approach that students and parents know they can count on.
Ages 5-7. Kumon Math Games workbook was developed to allow children to practice addition and subtraction skills
through fun and challenging math puzzles. The enjoyable math puzzles will provide your child practice with simple
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calculation problems while developing his or her problem-solving skills. This workbook includes number review activities,
coded addition and subtraction problems, calculation maze puzzles, number crossword puzzles, and many more puzzles,
all presented in a progressional order that will allow your child to build calculation skills with ease.
"This workbook will introduce your child to grade four vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step
manner"--Cover [p. 1].
"Use this book as a fun and easy introduction to dollars and monetary values over $1, which will help strengthen your child's
mathematical skills"--Cover.
"This workbook will help your child perform multiple-digit vertical form division with remainders."--Cover.
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing specific concepts gradually to enable complete mastery and the
memorization of multiplication basics, sharing an abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.
A workbook of colorful tracing exercises helps very young children practice basic pencil-control skills, sharing activities that
graduate from straight vertical lines to more challenging curves, zigzags and diagonals. Original.
"This workbook will introduce your child to word problems dealing with adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions with
unlike denominators, as well as working with the concepts of ratio, average, speed and proportion."--Cover.

"This workbook will introduce your child to grade five vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises in a step-by-step
manner"--Cover [p. 1].
Kumon's research has discovered that children learn more easily when they tackle one skill at a time. That's why Kumon
Focus on Workbooks shine a spotlight on one challenging maths topic per book and help children improve these
essential skills and gain confidence in their abilities. Each workbook utilises the Kumon Method - a step-by-step,
incremental approach that helps children learn at their own pace and without anxiety. By rigorously practising each skill,
the child will be proficient in the mathematics that is crucial for future learning.
"This workbook will help your child perform multi-digit subtraction with ease."--cover.
This fun range of activity books really helps to boost your child's progress at every stage of their learning.
Engaging activity sheets help students independently build words and analyze their meanings, while motivating
multiplayer games offer a fun way to review and reinforce vocabulary words they have learned from the activities. A
delightful way to boost vocabulary, comprehension, and spelling skills.
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